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Abstract

Network reconfiguration is an important task in WDM optical net-
works, which enables the optimisation of network resources. With
the growing demand for multicast applications (e.g., distance learn-
ing, IPTV), this study focuses on the reconfiguration of the routing
of a multicast connection. In this study, the path of the multicast
connection is represented by a light-tree. A light-tree reconfiguration
consists of migrating an optical flow from a light-tree to a new one.
However, it is very difficult to automate light-tree reconfiguration with-
out flow interruption. Flow interruption is undesirable for network
operators. Therefore, the problem studied here is to find a sequence
of operations in order to migrate an optical flow from a light-tree
to a new one without flow interruption in a sparse wavelength con-
verter network. For solving the light-tree reconfiguration problem, we
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2 Light-tree Reconfiguration without Flow Interruption

propose a method based on a sub-tree approach. The comprehen-
sive simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness of our method.

Keywords: Light-tree Reconfiguration, Flow Interruption, Wavelength
Converter, Flow Migration, Optical Network

1 Introduction

A WDM network is made of optical nodes interconnected by WDM links.
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technology [Brackett, 1990] divides
the bandwidth of an optical fiber into several wavelength channels [Pandya,
2020b], so that several users can transmit data at different wavelengths through
the same fiber simultaneously. Hence, the WDM network is the dominant type
of network to fulfil the bandwidth requirements of applications [Bajpai et al.,
2020]. In addition, wavelength conversion is a technique that can reduce the
probability of blocking in a network using WDM [Subramaniam et al., 1996].
This technique is made possible by the use of a node component called a
wavelength converter. A wavelength converter is a node component that takes
a signal at a given wavelength as an input and converts it into a signal using
another wavelength [Iness and Mukherjee, 1999]. Due to the high cost of this
node component [Petale and Jaisingh, 2018], in practice network operators
equip a limited number of optical nodes with wavelength converters [Zakouni
et al., 2019]. A WDM optical network in which only some optical nodes in
the network are capable of performing wavelength conversion is called a sparse
wavelength converter network [Pinto-Roa et al., 2015]. In this network, two
types of connections are allowed: unicast (point-to-point) and multicast (point-
to-multipoint) connections.

Multicast is an effective technique for simultaneously transmitting infor-
mation from one source to multiple destinations. Most multicast applications
such as weather forecasts, online video games, online banking, video confer-
encing and IPTV are increasingly popular with users [CISCO, 2020, Pradhan
et al., 2017]. In order to support multicast in WDM optical networks, some
requirements from both the data plane (hardware) and the control plane (soft-
ware) must be satisfied. On the data plane, ideally, each optical node (also
called a node) in the network would possess light splitters [Das et al., 2021].
A light splitter is a node component that can split an optical signal (also
called an optical flow) into two or more outgoing links [Yang et al., 2016]. In
this work, we assume that each network node is equipped with light splitters
because a light splitter is relatively inexpensive [Lin et al., 2013]. On the con-
trol plane, a routing solution must be computed to transfer an optical flow
from one source node to multiple destination nodes. A typical routing solu-
tion is a light-tree, which is a point-to-multipoint all-optical path established
in the network [Zhou et al., 2018]. This type of all-optical path is created by
allocating the same wavelength on every link of the tree.
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Changes in traffic demand by users, network failures (at nodes or links)
and the deployment of new network resources can force a network operator to
re-optimize the allocation of network resources [Li and Wu, 2015, Wu, 2011].
To do this, the network operator may have to configure new paths with some
optical resources in order to transfer an optical flow and release some optical
resources used by the working paths: it is said that the network operator
reconfigures the network.

Network reconfiguration is widely considered one of the most important
tasks in all types of WDM networks [Wu, 2011]. Indeed, it allows the network
operator to meet the ever-increasing needs of users while effectively manag-
ing its limited resources. A reconfiguration task can be performed either on
unicast connections or on multicast connections or on both connections. The
reconfiguration of unicast connections has been extensively studied in recent
years according to the survey in [Li and Wu, 2015]. In addition, given the
growing demand for multicast applications, we focus on multicast connection
reconfiguration.

Let one multicast connection be established by a light-tree (called a work-
ing light-tree) on which an optical flow passes through a network. The problem
of multicast connection reconfiguration studied here consists of migrating the
optical flow (or flow) from the working light-tree to a new pre-calculated
light-tree without flow interruption from a source node toward one or more
destination nodes. Flow interruption is not recommended because the network
operator must reimburse the customers concerned by flow interruption with
a penalty [Valentini et al., 2019]. This reconfiguration problem becomes dif-
ficult to solve because some resources (i.e. wavelength channels) required by
the new light-tree are already allocated to the working light-tree [Adépo et al.,
2016] and some are not. This dependency between some resources of both
light-trees requires going through one or more transient light-trees using spare
wavelengths and some operations such as wavelength conversion to avoid flow
interruption [Cousin et al., 2012]. Wavelength conversion cannot be performed
on all nodes because in a sparse wavelength converter network, some nodes
do not have wavelength converters. A spare wavelength is a wavelength not
required by the set of all established routes (including the working light-tree)
and the new light-tree [Khanam et al., 2019]. As the wavelength is a valuable
resource, our method should use spare wavelengths parsimoniously.

To date, some methods of light-tree reconfiguration using a so-called branch
approach [Cousin et al., 2012] have been proposed to migrate a flow from a
working light-tree to a new light-tree without flow interruption and within a
reasonable computation time while using spare wavelengths as few as possible.
However, the branch approach is not adapted if only a small number of network
nodes are capable of performing wavelength conversion. Therefore, we propose
a method using a sub-tree approach. The key contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

1. Identification of categories of sub-tree pairs from a pair of light-trees.
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2. For each category of sub-tree pairs, an algorithm is proposed to find the
sequence of operations required to reconfigure a sub-tree pair belonging to
this category.

3. A Sub-tree by Sub-tree (i.e. Sub-tree approach) Reconfiguration Algorithm
denoted by SbSRA to solve light-tree reconfiguration problem.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, presents the
operations that can be used to configure an optical node. Section 3 presents
the formal specification of the problem. Section 4 discusses the related works.
Section 5 explains the contributions of this study in detail. The evaluation of
our work is presented in Section 6. Section 7 concludes our work.

2 Fundamental concepts

In this section, we first present the set of operations [Cousin et al., 2012] used
in reconfiguration process of a light-tree pair, then some definitions that are
useful for understanding the remainder of this paper.

Operations for node configuration:

The six operations that can be used for node configuration are the following :

1. The addition of wavelength switching on node x is denoted by

ADD(x
pi,{po1,...,pok}
wi ), configures node x by adding it, the capability to

switch an optical flow of wavelength wi received by its input port pi to mul-
tiple output ports (i.e. {po1, ..., pok}) without changing wavelength wi . In
other words, this operation notifies node x to switch a given optical flow
from one input port to one or multiple output ports.

2. The deletion of wavelength switching on node x is denoted by

DEL(x
pi,{po1,...,pok}
wi ), configures node x by deleting it, the capability to

switch an optical flow of wavelength wi received by its input port pi to
multiple output ports (i.e. {po1, ..., pok}) without changing wavelength wi.
In other words, this operation notifies node x to not longer switch a given
optical flow from one input port to one or multiple output ports.

3. The wavelength conversion on node x is denoted by CONV(x
pi,{po1,...,pok}
wi,wo ),

configures node x to switch the optical flow of wavelength wi received on its
input port pi to multiple output ports (i.e. {po1, ..., pok}) after converting
wavelength wi to another wavelength wo.

4. The multi-changeover on node x is denoted by

MULT CHG(x
pi,po1,{po2,...,pok}
wi,wo ). For an optical flow of wavelength wi arriv-

ing at the input port pi of node x and outgoing to its output port po1, this
operation allows the changeover of the optical flow from po1 to multiple
output ports (i.e. {po2, ..., pok}) on the wavelength wo. The wavelength wi

may be different from the wavelength wo.

5. The convergence on node x is denoted by CONVG(x
{pi1,pi2},{po1,...,pok}
wi ).

Convergence allows the wavelength flow wi to converge to the same node x
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by two of its input ports (pi1 and pi2) without changing the output ports
(i.e. {po1, ..., pok}).

6. The non-convergence on node x is denoted by

NCONVG(x
{pi1,pi2},{po1,...,pok}
wi ). Non-convergence is the operation that

cancels the effect of the convergence operation. In other words, it guar-
antees that the flow of wavelength wi enters only through the input port
pi2 (stopping the flow from entering by pi1) without changing the output
ports (i.e. {po1, ..., pok}).

It is important to note that the multi-changeover operation is the atomic
combination of the deletion of wavelength switching and either the addition
of wavelength switching or wavelength conversion. Also, a bad sequencing of
these six operations can interrupt the flow.

Definition 1 ST is a sub-tree of the tree T if it connects a node of T to one or
more other nodes of T . Branch B of tree T rooted at node r is the segment of T that
connects r to a leaf node of T . Therefore, a branch is a particular type of sub-tree.

Definition 2 A changeover node is a node on which the multi-changeover operation
can be applied.

Definition 3 A wavelength channel or channel denoted by (x, pox, wi)− >
(y, piy, wi) is a fiber link that connects node x to node y and on which a wavelength
wi is busy on the output port pox of node x and on the input port piy of y. A wave-
length semi-channel or semi-channel (x, pox,−)‖− > (y, piy, wi) is a fiber link that
connects x to y on which a wavelength wi is free on an output port pox of x and
busy on the input port piy of y.

Definition 4 The pre-establishment of a sub-tree consists of preparing it to trans-
port a flow by configuring all the nodes of this sub-tree. In other words, just after
having pre-established a sub-tree, no flow is yet passing through it. In fact, a
pre-established sub-tree contains at least one semi-channel at its root.

3 Problem specification

3.1 System model and assumptions

A sparse wavelength converter network is modeled as an undirected graph
G(V,E). V is the set of network nodes and E is the set of network links.
V = Vc̄∪Vc, where Vc̄ and Vc represent respectively the set of nodes that do not
have the wavelength conversion capability and the set of nodes that have the
wavelength conversion capability. Let C(r,D,wc) be a multicast connection
established in the network by using wavelength wc. Node r is the source node
of connection C and D is the set of destination nodes of this connection. Also,
wc is a wavelength that belongs to the set of wavelengths W usable in each link
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of the network. The working light-tree used to transmit the optical flow from
node r to the elements of D is modeled by a tree denoted by T0 = (V0, E0) ,
rooted at r and spanning D. With V0 ⊆ V , E0 ⊆ E, r ∈ V0 and D ⊆ V0 \ {r}.
The new pre-calculated light-tree (using the same wavelength as the new light-
tree) to which the flow is to be migrated is also modeled by a tree denoted by
Tf = (Vf , Ef ), rooted at r and spanning D. With Vf ⊆ V , Ef ⊆ E, r ∈ Vf

and D ⊆ Vf \ {r}. Our model assumes that each network node has the full
capability of splitting the optical signal and the set of spare wavelengths Ws

is not empty, with Ws ⊂W .

3.2 Problem formulation

The problem of light-tree reconfiguration, which consists of migrating (an opti-
cal) flow from the working light-tree T0 to the pre-calculated new light-tree
Tf is equivalent to find a sequence of light-trees < T0, T1, T2, ..., Tf−1, Tf >.
Indeed, T0 and Tf share some wavelength channels. In other words, to estab-
lish Tf , it is necessary to establish some wavelength channels already assigned
to T0. This situation of sharing wavelength channels can be compared with
the coding problem when the two values of two variables have to be swapped.
The solution to this problem involves the use of an transient variable (here
an transient wavelength channel that can use a spare wavelength) to assign
the value of a variable (here a wavelength channel of T0) to another variable
(here a wavelength channel of Tf ). Note that each transient light-tree of the
light-tree sequence to be found is composed by a set of transient wavelength
channels. At step i of the reconfiguration process, The set of transient wave-
length channels is obtained by applying configuration operations on at least
one node of Vi−1∪Vf , where Vi−1 is the set of nodes of the light-tree Ti−1. Ti−1

represents the current light-tree. Therefore, our problem is to find a sequence
of configuration operations. Note that the current light-tree is the light-tree
that is used to transmit an optical flow at a given step. Thus, in the first step,
the current light-tree is the working light-tree. In the rest of this paper, a con-
figuration operation is called an operation. In summary, the problem can be
formulated as follows:

• Given : The working light-tree T0 on which the flow passes, the new light-
tree Tf on which the flow is to be transferred at the end of reconfiguration.

• Our goal : Find the sequence of operations TREE OP SEQ =<
O1, O2, ..., Ok−1, Ok > which if it is executed, it permits the migration of
an optical flow from T0 to Tf without flow interruption and within a rea-
sonable computation time while using as few spare wavelengths as possible.
With Ok, the k-th operation to be executed.

4 Related works

The problem of reconfiguring multicast routing in WDM networks has not yet
been sufficiently addressed as mentioned in the survey [Wu, 2011]. In [Luekijna
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and Saivichit, 2007], the authors proposed some methods to find a new optimal
light-tree to transfer an optical flow. One of the pioneering work was carried
out in [Perényi et al., 2008]. The authors solved the problem of reconfiguring
trees where the leaves of the tree change dynamically. However, all works
aforementioned does not address how to switch the flow from one light-tree to
another without flow interruption.

For reconfiguring unicast routing in connection-oriented networks without
flow interruption, Make-Before-Break (MBB) [Coudert et al., 2009] is one of
the most widely used policies. MBB consists of first pre-establishing the new
path, then switching the flow to the new path before releasing the resources
used by the old path [Jaumard, Duong, Armolavicius, Morris and Djukic,
2019]. In the context of multicast routing reconfiguration, an adaptation of
MBB called MBB 1 [Cousin et al., 2012] can be applied by considering each
branch of the light-tree as a path. MBB 1 reconfigures a light-tree pair (a
working light-tree, a new light-tree) by applying MBB for each pair of branches
(old branch belonging to the working light-tree, new branch belonging to the
new light-tree). However, if the branches of a pair of branches share wavelength
channels then MBB 1 may induce an interruption of the flow. To remedy
the flow interruption caused by MBB 1, some methods to solve the light-tree
reconfiguration problem based on a branch approach [Cousin et al., 2012] have
been proposed. This Branch approach uses an Elementary Reconfiguration
Process (ERP) of each pair of branches (old branch, new branch). The old
branch is a branch of the working light-tree and the new branch is a branch
of the new light-tree. The elementary reconfiguration of a pair of branches
consists of:
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1. Choose a changeover node: the changeover node algorithm [Cousin et al.,
2012] is proposed to select the changeover node which guarantees the
continuity of the flow.

2. Use a spare wavelength w1 to pre-establish the new branch from this
changeover node.

3. At the changeover node, transfer the flow from the old branch to the new
branch.

4. Delete the old branch (i.e. release the wavelength on the old branch).

Figure 1 describes the elementary reconfiguration process of a pair of
branches on a reconfiguration problem instance. This instance (see Figure 1.a)
concerns the multicast connection (s, {f, g}, w0). The working (or initial) light-
tree T0 is represented by the set of links in solid red and the final (or new)
light-tree Tf by the set of links in solid blue. For this instance, only the pair
of branches ({s{b{c{d{e{f}}}}}}, {s{d{f}}}) leading to node f needs to be
reconfigured because the branch leading to node g is identical on both light-
trees. For the only pair of branches to be reconfigured, the changeover node
chosen by ERP is b. Figures 1.b to 1.d highlight the steps 2 to 4 of the elemen-
tary reconfiguration process. In the rest of this paper, to simplify the notation
of each operation, and without loss of generality, the input port and output
ports are respectively replaced by the name of the parent node and the names
of the child nodes on a tree. So ERP returns an operation sequence using
spare wavelength w1 denoted by ERPw1

({s{b{c{d{e{f}}}}}}, {s{d{f}}}) =<

ADD(s
b,{d}
w1 ),ADD(d

s,{f}
w1 ),ADD(f

d,{−}
w1 ),MULT CHG(b

s,c,{s},
w0,w1 ),DEL(s

b,{d}
w0 ),

DEL(c
b,{d}
w0 ),DEL(d

c,{e}
w0 ),DEL(e

d,{f}
w0 ),DEL(f

e,{−}
w0 ) >.

Two methods based on the branch approach were proposed. These meth-
ods are BpBAR 1 [Cousin et al., 2012] and BpBAR 2 [Cousin et al., 2012].
These two methods carry out the reconfiguration process in two phases (i.e. a
round trip). The elementary reconfiguration process is applied to each pair of
branches (requiring reconfiguration) in the first phase using the spare wave-
length w1 and then again in the second phase using the wavelength w0 requires
by the new light-tree. The sequence of operations returned by the first phase of
BpBAR 1 concerning the pair of branches leading to node f (see Figure 1.a) is
equal to ERPw1

({s{b{c{d{e{f}}}}}}, {s{d{f}}}). Second phase gives as out-
put the sequence of operations ERPw0

({s{b{c{d{e{f}}}}}}, {s{d{f}}}) = ¡

ADD(d
s,{f}
w0 ),ADD(f

d,{−}
w0 ),MULT CHG(s

−,s,{s}
w1,w0 ),DEL(s

b,{d}
w1 ),DEL(d

s,{f}
w1 ),

DEL(f
d,{−}
w1 )¿. Thus, the sequence of operations requires to recon-

figure this pair of branches is constituted by the sequence
ERPw1

({s{b{c{d{e{f}}}}}}, {s{d{f}}}) follows by the sequence
ERPw0

({s{b{c{d{e{f}}}}}}, {s{d{f}}}). The sequence of operations
TREE OP SEQ returned by BpBAR 1 is the sequence of operations required
by the pair of branches leading to node f because only this pair of branches
requires reconfiguration. The nodes s and f are respectively the root node
and the leaf node of this pair of branches. Therefore, the input port (respec-
tively the output ports) cannot specified concerning ADD operations and
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MULT CHG operations (respectively DEL operations and ADD operations)
on the node s (respectively on the node f). This is expressed by a dash.

BpBAR 1 and BpBAR 2 allow reconfiguration without flow interruption
of the multicast connexion. However, BpBAR 1 has a rather long recon-
figuration time. To deal with this, BpBAR 2 performs some operations in
parallel. BpBAR 1 and BpBAR 2 allow light-tree reconfiguration without flow
interruption but can lead a rather high cost of spare wavelengths used.

In order to reduce the cost of using spare wavelengths, the TRwRC [Cousin
et al., 2014] method was proposed. However, it can generate a rather long
reconfiguration time because it generates a series of light-tree sets to be recon-
figured. In order to improve TRwRC by reducing its reconfiguration time, the
RCBRwPR [Adépo et al., 2016] method was proposed. RCBRwPR proposed
a sequence of operations to configure in parallel a set of branches and this
operation sequence requires at least two different spare wavelengths at each
step.

In summary, MBB 1 is an MBB-based method that generates flow interrup-
tion because it not appropriate if a pair of branches share links. Branch-based
methods require that any changeover node (when it is different from the root
of the light-tree pair) selected at a reconfiguration step has wavelength con-
version capability. This requirement is not easy to satisfy in the context of
a sparse wavelength converter network. For instance, in Figure 1.b, if node b
does not have the wavelength conversion capability then no other node can
be chosen as a changeover node. As a result, pre-establishment is not pos-
sible without flow interruption. Therefore, using a branch-based method for
the light-tree reconfiguration may generate flow interruption in a sparse wave-
length converter network. To our knowledge, no method has been proposed
today for solving the light-tree reconfiguration problem in a sparse wavelength
converter network.

5 Our contribution

For solving the formulated problem (see section 3.2), previous branch-based
methods were proposed to find a sequence of operation sequences of every pair
of branches from the light-tree pair to be reconfigured. However, the sequence
of operations returned by a branch-based method generates flow interruption if
a changeover node does not have wavelength conversion capability. Therefore,
we propose a method based on a sub-tree approach. This approach consists of
selecting sequentially a sub-tree pair from a pair of light-trees (current light-
tree, new light-tree) and finding an operation sequence for this sub-tree pair.
In the sub-tree approach, the changeover node of a sub-tree pair is either the
root of the light-tree pair or a non-leaf node x of this light-tree pair such
that node x has the wavelength conversion capability or not. We remind you
that the current light-tree is the light-tree that is used to transmit an optical
flow at a given step. Note that, this light-tree is equal to the working light-
tree specified in section 3.2. The solution of our method is the sequence of
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the operation sequences required by each sub-tree pair. Because our method
must use as few spare wavelengths as possible, the sub-tree pairs have been
categorized. In the following subsections, we propose a categorization of sub-
tree pairs and an algorithm to find an operation sequence for each category
of sub-tree pairs. Then we propose an algorithm that takes as input a pair of
light-trees and returns an operation sequence to reconfigure this pair.

5.1 Categorization of sub-tree pairs

At each step, a pair of sub-trees (STc, STf ) must be selected and the appro-
priate operation sequence for (STc, STf ) must be found. This sequence of
operations should require as few spare wavelengths as possible. Note that exe-
cution of an operation sequence must make it possible to pre-establish the new
sub-tree STf (i.e. a sub-tree of the new light-tree Tf ), to transfer the flow from
the current sub-tree STc (i.e. a sub-tree of the current light-tree Tc) to STf

and to delete STc (i.e. to release the wavelength used by the wavelength chan-
nels of STc). A spare wavelength can be required for the pre-establishment of
STf . To use spare wavelengths the fewest times, the operations in the sequence
should use a spare wavelength only if it is required. Depending on whether a
spare wavelength is required, there are three possible sub-tree pair categories:

1. The category of sub-tree pairs with identical links: A pair of sub-trees
(STc, STf ) belongs to this category if the links of the current sub-tree STc

are the same as the links of the sub-tree STf . Such a sub-tree pair does not
require to be reconfigured. Therefore, a spare wavelength is not required.

2. The category of sub-tree pairs with disjointed links: A pair of sub-trees
(STc, STf ) belongs to this category if STf does not share any links with
STc. Therefore, the pre-establishment of STf does not require the use of a
spare wavelength.

3. The category of sub-tree pairs with shared links: A pair of sub-trees
(STc, STf ) belongs to this category if STf shares links (but not all links)
with STc. Therefore, the pre-establishment of STf requires the use of spare
wavelengths.

In the following, for each of the two last categories of sub-tree pairs, we explain
how to select1 a sub-tree pair of this category and how to find the sequence of
operations required for this selected pair of sub-trees.

5.1.1 Reconfiguration of a sub-tree pair with disjointed links

Let (STc, STf ) be a selected sub-tree pair with disjointed links, where STc

is a sub-tree of the current light-tree Tc and STf a sub-tree of the new
light-tree Tf . This implies that (1) (STc, STf ) is rooted at a divergent node
n. In addition, in order to avoid flow interruptions, it is necessary that (2)
CG(Tc, Tf )c = CG(Tc, Tf )f = CG(STc, STf ). Requirement (2) confers to

1Reader can see more details about the selection of sub-tree pairs here : https://hal.
archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-02374828

https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-02374828
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-02374828
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(STc, STf ) the property of non-interruption of the flow. CG(Tc, Tf )c denotes
the set of convergent nodes of the light-tree pair (Tc, Tf ) which belongs to STc,
CG(Tc, Tf )f denotes the set of convergent nodes of the light-tree pair (Tc, Tf )
that belongs to STf and CG(STc, STf ) denotes the set of convergent nodes of
the light-tree pair (Tc, Tf ) which belongs to both STc and STf . By definition,
a divergent node belongs to (Tc, Tf ) and has at least one child node on Tc that
is different from its child nodes on Tf . By definition, a convergent node belongs
to (Tc, Tf ) and its parent node on Tc is different from its parent node on Tf .
In the remainder of this paper, we refer to Select SDL(Tc, Tf , n) as a function
that implements the selection (refer to (1) and (2)) of the Sub-tree pair with
Disjointed Links (SDL). For the light-tree pair (Tc, Tf ) and the divergent node
n as input, Select SDL(Tc, Tf , n) returns (STc, STf ) with disjointed links that
does not interrupt flow.

Reconf SDL (see Algorithm 1) finds an operation sequence to reconfigure
the sub-tree pair with disjointed links (STc, STf ). We introduce some use-

Algorithm 1 Reconf SDL

Input: STc, STf // STc : The current sub-tree; STf : The new sub-tree
Output: SDL OP SEQ // the sequence of operations for (STc, STf )

reconfiguration
1: SDL OP SEQ = null. wc = Wavelength(STc) ; // wc : The current

wavelength used by STc

2: for each x ∈ IN(STf ) do

3: SDL OP SEQ ‖= ADD(x
Parent(x,STf ),CHILD(x,STf )
wc ) ;

4: end for
5: for each x ∈ CG(STc, STf ) do // CG(STc, STf ) : The set of convergent

nodes of (STc, STf )

6: SDL OP SEQ ‖= CONV G(x
Parent(x,STc),Parent(x,STf ),CHILD(x,STc)
wc ) ;

7: end for
8: x = Root(STc, STf ) ; // x: The root node of (STc, STf ) and also the

changeover node

9: SDL OP SEQ += MULT CHG(x
Parent(x,STc),CHILD(x,STc),CHILD(x,STf )
wc,wc )

;
10: for each x ∈ CG(STc, STf ) do

11: SDL OP SEQ ‖= NCONV G(x
Parent(x,STc),Parent(x,STf ),CHILD(x,STc))
wc

;
12: end for
13: for each x ∈ IN(STc) do

14: SDL OP SEQ ‖= DEL(x
Parent(x,STc),CHILD(x,STc)
wc ) ;

15: end for
16: Return SDL OP SEQ ;

ful notations for a good understanding of the remainder of our work. Let
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Wavelength(T ) be the wavelength used by tree T , Parent(x, T ) be the input
port that connect node x to its parent node on tree T , CHILD(x, T ) be the set
of output ports that connects node x to its child nodes on tree T , IN(T ) be
the set of intermediate nodes of tree T and Root(T0, T1) be the common root
node of tree T0 and tree T1. Note that node x is an intermediate node of tree
T if x is not the root node of T and CHILD(x, T ) is not empty. In short, to
reconfigure the pair of sub-trees (STc, STf ) with disjointed links, Reconf SDL
returns an operation sequence composed by : a set of ADD operations to be
executed in parallel (1), a set of CONVG operations to be executed in parallel
(2), a MULT CHG operation (3), a set of NCONVG operations to be executed
in parallel (4) and a set of DEL operations to be executed in parallel (5). It
is important to note that a set of operations added to SDL OP SEQ via the
‖= operator (refer for instance to line 3 ) means that these operations must
be executed in parallel. The execution of (1) and (2) should allow the pre-
establishment of the new sub-tree STf . (3) allows the flow to be transferred
from STc to STf . (4) and (5) delete the current sub-tree STc . The sequence
of operations returned by Algorithm 1 does not require a spare wavelength
because STc and STf do not share links: the sequence of operations requires
the same wavelength (i.e. wc). In addition, this operation sequence is com-
posed by several operations to be executed in parallel. Therefore, this sequence
is fast to execute.

5.1.2 Reconfiguration of a sub-tree pair with shared links

Let (STc, STf ) be a sub-tree pair with shared links rooted at node n, where
STc is a sub-tree of the current light-tree Tc and STf a sub-tree of the new
light-tree Tf . This implies that (1) ∃ m ∈ CG(STc, STf ). In other words, the
set of convergent nodes of the sub-tree pair (STc, STf ) is not empty. (2) n =
First ancestor(m,Tc, Tf ) such as Dest(n,m, Tc) = Dest(n,m, Tf ) and n ∈ Vc.
First ancestor(m,Tc, Tf ) is the youngest ancestor of node m on Tc which is also
an ancestor of node m on Tf . Dest(n,m, Tc) (respectively Dest(n,m, Tf )) is
the set of destination nodes such that each element of this set has at least one
ancestor on the segment of Tc (respectively Tf ) from n to m. We remind that
Vc is the set of network nodes such that each element of this set has wavelength
conversion capability. Requirement (2) confers to (STc, STf ) the property of
non-interruption of the flow. Note that if First ancestor returns null then the
root node n of sub-tree pair (STc, STf ) is the root of the light-tree pair (Tc, Tf ).
We refer to Select SSL(Tc, Tf ,m) as a function that implements the selection
(refer to (1) and (2)) of a Sub-tree pair with Shared Links (SSL). For the pair of
light-trees (Tc, Tf ) and the convergent node m as input, Select SSL(Tc, Tf ,m)
returns (STc, STf ) with shared links that does not cause flow interruptions.
The Reconf SSL function (See Algorithm 2) takes as input a pair of sub-
trees (STc, STf ) with shared links. Then it returns an operation sequence
denoted by SSL OP SEQ that does not interrupt flow. STf shares links with
STc, so its pre-establishment requires a spare wavelength denoted by ws. Let
AVAILABLE(T0, T1) be the set of available wavelengths that are common to
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Algorithm 2 Reconf SSL

Input: STc, STf

Output: SSL OP SEQ // Operation sequence for (STc, STf ) reconfiguration
1: SSL OP SEQ = null. wc = Wavelength(STc) ; // wc : The current

wavelength used by STc

2: ws = Random(AVAILABLE(STc, STf )) ; // ws : A spare wavelength
randomly selected

3: for each x ∈ V ′f do // V ′f : The set of non-root nodes of STf

4: SSL OP SEQ ‖= ADD(x
Parent(x,STf ),CHILD(x,STf )
ws ) ;

5: end for
6: x = Root(STc, STf ) ; // x: The root node of (STc, STf ) and also the

changeover node

7: SSL OP SEQ += MULT CHG(x
Parent(x,STc),CHILD(x,STc),CHILD(x,STf )
ws,wc )

;
8: for each x ∈ V ′c do // V ′c : The set of non-root nodes of STc

9: SSL OP SEQ ‖= DEL(x
Parent(x,STc),CHILD(x,STc)
wc ) ;

10: end for
11: Repeat line 3 to line 10 using now wc as the spare wavelength and ws as

the current wavelength ;
12: Return SSL OP SEQ ;

T0 and T1. Note that ws is randomly selected from AVAILABLE(STc, STf ).
If SSL OP SEQ obtained at line 10 is executed, then STf is configured using
spare wavelength ws. However, STf must use the same wavelength as STc (i.e.
wc) : SSL OP SEQ is not complete. Therefore, line 11 completes SSL OP SEQ
by successively repeating instructions from line 3 to line 10, considering that
the spare wavelength is wc and ws is the current wavelength.

5.2 Sub-tree based method for light-tree reconfiguration

5.2.1 Proposed algorithm

We now propose a Sub-tree by Sub-tree Reconfiguration Algorithm denoted by
SbSRA (see Algorithm 3) to solve the formulated problem. Let us reminder

that the objective here is to find the sequence of operations, which if exe-
cuted, it allows the migration of an optical flow from the working light-tree
T0 to the new light-tree Tf without flow interruption and within a reason-
able computation time while using as few spare wavelengths as possible. To
do this, SbSRA sequentially selects a pair of sub-trees and finds an operation
sequence appropriate for its reconfiguration. This ensures that at the end of
Algorithm 3, SbSRA produces the sequence of the sequences of operations
requires to reconfigure the pair of light-trees (T0, Tf ), which is given as input
of this algorithm.

This sequence denoted by TREE OP SEQ must require as few spare wave-
lengths as possible. Therefore, Algorithm 3 starts by selecting the pairs of
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Algorithm 3 Sub-tree by Sub-tree Reconfiguration Algorithm ( SbSRA)

Input: T0, Tf // T0 : The working light-tree; Tf : The new light-tree
Output: TREE OP SEQ // The sequence of the sequences of operations

1: TREE OP SEQ = null. Tc = T0 ; // Tc : The current light-tree
2: while DG(Tc, Tf ) != null do // DG(Tc, Tf ) : The list of unvisited

divergent nodes of the light-tree pair (Tc, Tf )
3: n = First element of DG(Tc, Tf ) ;
4: (STc, STf ) = Select SDL(Tc, Tf , n) ; // (STc, STf ) : A sub-tree pair

with disjointed links
5: if (STc, STf ) != (null,null) then
6: SDL OP SEQ = Reconf SDL(STc, STf ) ; // An operation

sequence to reconfigure the sub-tree pair (STc, STf ) with disjointed links
7: TREE OP SEQ += SDL OP SEQ ; // SDL OP SEQ is

appended to TREE OP SEQ
8: Tc = Tc − STc + STf ; // STf is added to Tc and STc is deleted

from Tc

9: end if
10: end while
11: while CG(Tc, Tf ) != null do // CG(Tc, Tf ) : The list of unvisited

convergent nodes of the light-tree pair (Tc, Tf )
12: m = First element of CG(Tc, Tf ) ;
13: (STc, STf ) = Select SSL(Tc, Tf ,m) ; // (STc, STf ) : A sub-tree pair

with shared links
14: SSL OP SEQ = Reconf SSL(STc, STf ) ; // An operation sequence to

reconfigure the sub-tree pair (STc, STf ) with shared links
15: TREE OP SEQ += SSL OP SEQ ; // SSL OP SEQ is appended to

TREE OP SEQ
16: Tc = Tc−STc +STf ; // STf is added to Tc and STc is deleted from Tc

17: end while
18: Return TREE OP SEQ ;

sub-trees with disjointed links (which does not require spare wavelengths) and
finding the appropriate operation sequence for each of them (refer from line
2 to line 10) while taking care to update TREE OP SEQ and the current
light-tree Tc at each iteration. Note that, at each iteration, the first unvisited
divergent node that is the first child of the root of the light-tree pair (Tc, Tf )
is chosen as the root of the sub-tree pair with disjointed links to be selected.
A divergent node is visited if it has been used for an iteration of the first loop.
At the end of first loop (refer to line 10), if the light-tree pair (Tc, Tf ) does
not contain at least one unvisited convergent node then Algorithm 3 stops.
Otherwise, the instructions contained in the second loop (refer from line 11
to line 17) are executed to select each sub-tree pair with shared links and to
compute its sequence of operations to complete TREE OP SEQ. Note that if
no operation in TREE OP SEQ concerns a convergent node of (Tc, Tf ) then
this convergent node is said unvisited.
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5.2.2 Illustration of this algorithm

Let the problem instance shows in Figure 2.a. The set of links in solid
red forms the working light-tree T0 rooted at s. The set of links in solid
blue forms the new light-tree Tf rooted at s. Note that initially, the cur-
rent light-tree Tc is the working light-tree T0. The first loop (refer from
line 2 to line 10) is executed as follows. The list of unvisited divergent
nodes of the light-tree pair (Tc, Tf ) contains nodes k and d. Node k is the
first divergent node which is a child node of the root node s. From diver-
gent node k, Select SDL(T0, Tf , k) returns ({k{i{l}}}, {k{n{l}}}), which is a
sub-tree pair with disjointed links, where {k{i{l}}} is the current sub-tree
STc and {k{n{l}}} is the new sub-tree STf . Then, Reconf SDL takes this
pair of sub-trees as input and returns : OP SEQ1 = SDL OP SEQ =<

{ADD(n
k,{l}
w0 )}, {CONV G(l

{i,n},{−}
w0 )},MULT CHG(k

s,i,{n}
w0,w0 ),

{NCONV G(l
{i,n},{−}
w0 )}, {DEL(i

k,{l}
w0 )} >. Then, OP SEQ1 is appended to

the sequence of the sequence of operations TREE OP SEQ. Figures 2.b to
2.d presents the execution of the sequence of operations OP SEQ1. The cur-
rent light-tree is updated by replacing the current sub-tree with the new
sub-tree in the current light-tree. The set of red and blue links forms (see
Figure 2.d) the current light-tree Tc at the end of the first iteration of the
first repeat loop. The new list of unvisited divergent nodes of the light-tree
pair (Tc, Tf ) contains only node {d}. Node g is the only convergent node
descending from divergent node d on the current light-tree but does not
descend from node d on the new light-tree. Therefore, From divergent node d,
Select SDL(Tc, Tf , d) does not return a sub-tree pair with disjointed links: it is
the end of the first loop of Algorithm 3 because all divergent nodes have been
visited. The convergent node g has not yet been visited. Therefore, the second
loop (refer from line 11 to line 17) is executed as follows. Select SSL(Tc, Tf , g)
returns ({a{b{c{d{h, e{g{f}}}}}}}, {a{b{g{f}, c{d{h}}}}}) which is a sub-
tree pair with shared links, where {a{b{c{d{h, e{g{f}}}}}}} is the current
sub-tree STc and {a{b{g{f}, c{d{h}}}}} is the new sub-tree STf . Then,
Reconf SSL takes as input this pair of sub-trees and returns the sequence of
operations using the spare wavelength w1 : OP SEQ2 = SSL OP SEQ =<

{ADD(b
a,{g,c}
w1 ), ADD(c

b,{d}
w1 ), ADD(d

c,{h}
w1 ), ADD(h

d,{−}
w1 ), ADD(g

b,{f}
w1 ),

ADD(f
g,{−}
w1 )},MULT CHG(a

k,a,{a}
w0,w1 ), {DEL(b

a,{l,c}
w0 ), DEL(c

b,{d}
w0 ),

DEL(d
c,{e,h}
w0 ), DEL(h

d,{−}
w0 ), DEL(e

d,{g}
w0 ), DEL(g

e,{f}
w0 ), DEL(f

g,{−}
w0 )},

{ADD(b
a,{g,c}
w0 ), ADD(c

b,{d}
w0 ), ADD(d

c,{h}
w0 ), ADD(h

d,{−}
w0 ), ADD(g

b,{f}
w0 ),

ADD(f
g,{−}
w0 )},MULT CHG(a

k,a,{a}
w1,w0 ), {DEL(b

a,{g,c}
w1 ), DEL(c

b,{d}
w1 ),

DEL(d
c,{h}
w1 ), DEL(h

d,{−}
w1 ), DEL(g

b,{f}
w1 ), DEL(f

g,{−}
w1 )} >. Note that the

operations placed between brackets in OP SEQ1 or OP SEQ2 must be exe-
cuted in parallel. Then, TREE OP SEQ =< OP SEQ1, OP SEQ2 >. The
current light-tree is updated (Figure 2.h). All convergent nodes have been vis-
ited : Algorithm 3 stops and returns the sequence of the sequences of operations
TREE OP SEQ requires for all sub-tree pairs to be reconfigured. Figure 2.e
to Figure 2.h give an execution view of OP SEQ2.
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Fig. 2 A view of the sequence of operations execution
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6 Performance study

6.1 Performance criteria

To determine the effectiveness of the proposed method, we compared our
method (i.e., SbSRA) to RCBRwPR and MBB 1. Three criteria are used :
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the duration of the reconfiguration process [Cousin et al., 2012], the cost of
spare wavelengths [Cousin et al., 2012] and the average interruption rate. In
the following, Seq(T0, Tf ) denotes the sequence of operations obtained by any
method.

The duration of a reconfiguration sequence denoted by
duration(Seq(T0, Tf )) is the total duration of operation constituting
Seq(T0, Tf ). It is expressed by Equation (1):

duration(Seq(T0, Tf )) =

|Seq(T0,Tf )|−1∑
k=0

duration(Ok) (1)

duration(Ok) is the duration of k-th operation contained in the sequence of
operations Seq(T0, Tf ). Without loss of generality, we assume that the duration
of each Ok is unitary. Therefore :

duration(Seq(T0, Tf )) = |Seq(T0, Tf )| (2)

In general, the execution of an operation contained in Seq(T0, Tf ) allows
either to create wavelength channels or to delete wavelength channels. These
wavelength channels may use a spare wavelength. Let Gk be the graph whose
set of links Ek represents the set of residual wavelength channels after the
execution of the first k-th operations contained in Seq(T0, Tf ). Therefore, the
cost of spare wavelengths denoted by add cost(Seq(T0, Tf )) is the total sum of
spare wavelengths used by Gk graphs:

add cost(Seq(T0, Tf )) =

|Seq(T0,Tf )|−1∑
k=0

|Ws|−1∑
j=0

|Ek|∑
l=0

G
wj

s

k,l (3)

where Ws is the set of spare wavelengths (see section 3.1) that can be used in
the reconfiguration process and

G
wj

s

k,l =

{
1 if the l-th wavelength channel contained in Gk used the spare wavelength wj

s

0 otherwise.

The interruption rate caused by execution of an operation Ok denoted
by interrupt rate(Ok) is the ratio of the number of destination nodes
interrupted after the execution of Ok to the total number of destinations.
interrupt rate(Ok) is defined by Equation (4):

interrupt rate(Ok) =

∑
d∈D Ok(d)

|D|
(4)
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where D is the set of destination nodes (see section 3.1) and

Ok(d) =

{
1 if Ok execution interrupts flow toward node d
0 otherwise.

Therefore, the average interruption rate caused by the execution of operation
sequence seq(T0, Tf ) is defined by Equation (5) :

interrupt rate(seq(T0, Tf )) =

∑|Seq(T0,Tf )|−1
k=0 interrupt rate(Ok)

|Seq(T0, Tf )|
(5)

6.2 Experimental setup

Our simulations are based on three real network topologies (see Table 1) that
are widely used in the field of optical network research [Pavan et al., 2010]:
NSFNET, which has a small size, GEANT, which has a medium size and
CORONET [The Internet Topology Zoo, 2019], which has a large size.

Table 1 Topology size

Network Number of nodes Number of links

NSFNET 14 21
GEANT 40 75
CORONET 75 99

Each real topology is represented by a graph G(V,E) implemented using
Networkx [Hagberg et al., 2008], a python graph analysis package. V is the
number of nodes and E is the number of links. Note that for each topology,
the number of nodes that have the wavelength conversion capability |Vc| is

randomly selected (uniform law) belonging [1; |V |2 [. Moreover, without loss of
generality, we assume that each link (fiber) supports at most |W | wavelengths
(|W | = 16).

For each topology, a Monte-Carlo simulation was run 5000 times to evaluate
each performance criterion. One simulation consists of :

1. Randomly (uniform law) selects a node that is taken as the source node of
a multicast connection.

2. Randomly (uniform law) selects a number of nodes that is used as the
destination nodes of the multicast connection.

3. The working tree of the multicast connection is built by generating a tree
of the shortest paths that spanning source and destination nodes using the
Dijkstra algorithm [Dijkstra, 1959].

4. The new tree is built by generating a spanning tree of minimum weight
using the Prim algorithm [Prim, 1957].
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5. Both trees were assigned the same randomly selected wavelength (uniform
law) in W .

6. This pair is used as an input by three methods : MBB 1, RCBRwPR and
our method (i.e., SbSRA).

6.3 Analysis of Experimental Results

The results (Average (AVG), Standard Deviation (SD), Maximum (M) and
Minimum (m)) of the performance criteria are listed in Table 2 to Table 4.
The results of the performance evaluations noted in Table 2 show that all val-
ues concerned by our method ( SbSRA) are equal to zero regardless of a given
real topology (NSFNET, GEANT, CORONET). This confirms that SbSRA
permits light-tree reconfiguration without flow interruption in sparse wave-
length converter network. But, this Table and Figure 3 show that MBB 1 and
RCBRwPR interrupt the flow to a non-zero percentage of destinations: these
methods caused flow interruption. In short, the performance study confirms
that these last two methods are not usable for light-tree reconfiguration in
sparse wavelength converter network.

Table 2 Average interruption rate (%) caused by the three methods

NSFNET GEANT CORONET

Methods AVG SD m/M AVG SD m/M AVG SD m/M

SbSRA 0 0 0/0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0/0
RCBRwPR 19.5 22.33 0/66 8.87 9.17 0/77 13.37 13.22 0/77
MBB 1 25.72 16 2/83 20.69 13.75 0/96 44.38 21.95 2/96

Fig. 3 Comparison of the average interruption rate

Table 3 shows that RCBRwPR provides the highest cost of spare wave-
lengths. This is due to the fact that this method requires to use at least two
different spare wavelengths for the establishment of wavelength channels of
the new light-tree while SbSRA requires to use a single spare wavelength and
MBB 1 does not require a spare wavelength. In addition, Figure 4 and Table 3
show that the cost of spare wavelengths increases with the size of the network
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(so with the size of light-trees) for methods RCBRwPR and SbSRA. This find-
ing is correct because, Equation (3) shows that the cost of spare wavelengths
increases with the size of light-trees and the number of spare wavelengths used
during the reconfiguration process.

Table 3 Spare wavelengths cost (WL) caused by the three methods

NSFNET GEANT CORONET

Methods AVG SD m/M AVG SD m/M AVG SD m/M

SbSRA 6.09 4.35 0/20 22.79 14.98 0/77 42.03 19.15 0/93
RCBRwPR 24.43 10.62 6/48 67.8 55.43 4/264 160.73 92.55 8/434
MBB 1 0 0 0/0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0/0

Fig. 4 Comparison of the average of spare wavelengths cost

Table 4 and Figure 5 show that MBB 1 has the highest duration.
These results are due to the fact that at each reconfiguration step, MBB 1,
RCBRwPR and SbSRA permits to reconfigure respectively the nodes of a sin-
gle pair of branches, the nodes of a set of branch pairs and the nodes of a
single sub-tree pair.

Table 4 Duration (number of operations) of the three methods

NSFNET GEANT CORONET

Methods AVG SD m/M AVG SD m/M AVG SD m/M

SbSRA 7.97 2.81 5/12 13.11 5.65 5/27 11.17 5.51 5/28
RCBRwPR 4.62 2.14 2/9 12.56 8.88 2/39 11.92 5.83 2/23
MBB 1 9.78 3.54 6/21 33.46 15.35 6/63 25.35 12.58 6/60
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the average of duration

7 Conclusion

In this work, we solve the problem, which consists of finding an operation
sequence that allows an optical flow to be migrated from a working light-tree
to a new light-tree without flow interruption and within a reasonable computa-
tion time while using the spare wavelengths as few as possible. Some methods
based on the branch approach have been proposed previously. However, these
methods are useful to solve the problem in the context where all nodes have
the wavelength conversion capability. To our knowledge, no method had been
proposed in the context where only some nodes have the wavelength conversion
capability. In order to fill this lack of solution, we proposed the SbSRA, which
is a method based on a sub-tree approach. In order to build the sequence of
operations requires to solve the problem, SbSRA at first, adds in this sequence
of operations, the sequence of operations requires by each sub-tree pair with
disjointed links. Note that this kind of sub-tree pair does not require spare
wavelengths. Next, if the sequence of operations is not complete then SbSRA
adds in this sequence of operations, the sequence of operations requires by each
sub-tree pair with shared links. Note that each sub-tree pair with shared (or
disjointed) links selected has the property of non-interruption of the flow. Per-
formance study has validated that our method is the only method that allows
to reconfigure a pair of light-trees (working light-tree, new light-tree) without
flow interruption in a sparse wavelength converter network. But on large net-
works, the duration of the reconfiguration and the cost of spare wavelengths
may become not negligible. Therefore, in our future work, we will study the
duration of the reconfiguration process and the cost of spare wavelengths could
be further reduced.
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